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A simple proof of Renner’s exponential de Finetti theorem
Thomas Vidick∗ Henry Yuen†
Abstract
We give a simple proof of the exponential de Finetti theorem due to Renner. Like Renner’s
proof, ours combines the post-selection de Finetti theorem, the Gentle Measurement lemma,
and the Chernoff bound, but avoids virtually all calculations, including any use of the theory
of types.
1 Introduction
In quantum information theory a de Finetti theorem expresses the fact that a quantum state ρ ∈
(Cd)⊗n that is invariant under permutation of its n subsystems is close to a mixture of tensor prod-
uct states. The first such result is due to de Finetti [3], who showed that any classical distribution
that is infinitely exchangeable can be expressed as a convex combination of product distributions.
Many variants of de Finetti theorems have since been shown, and we will not attempt to survey
them here. They have found applications to quantum information theory [4], cryptography [8],
and complexity [6], among others.
The simplest quantitatively useful form of a de Finetti theorem is arguably the post-selection
de Finetti theorem of Christandl et al. [2], which uses Schur’s lemma to express the projector on
the symmetric subspace as a convex combination of tensor products. At the opposite end of the
spectrum lies the exponential de Finetti theorem of Renner [8], which provides strong bounds but
whose proof appears to be much more intricate.
The purpose of this note is to give a simple, self-contained proof of the exponential de Finetti
theorem. Our proof can be seen as a reduction, based on simple observations and a standard con-
centration argument (the Chernoff bound), from the exponential to the post-selection de Finetti
theorem. The outline of the argument follows closely that of [8], and we do not claim any orig-
inality; nevertheless we hope that our presentation may make the exponential de Finetti more
accessible to some readers.
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We find it convenient to state the exponential de Finetti theorem in terms of a notion of quantum
Hamming distance. LetH denote a Hilbert space, S(H) the set of pure states inH and D(H) the set
of density matrices on H. Given an integer n ≥ 1, r ∈ {0, . . . , n} and |ψ〉 ∈ S(H⊗n), the quantum
Hamming ball of radius r around |ψ〉 is defined as
∆r(|ψ〉) = span
{
P|ψ〉 : P is a r-local unitary operator} ⊆ S(H⊗n),
where by r-local we mean that P is a unitary that acts as the identity on at least n− r subsystems
ofH⊗n. Given τ ∈ D(H⊗n), its quantum Hamming distance to |ψ〉 is then defined as
∆(τ, |ψ〉) = minimum r such that τ is supported on ∆r(|ψ〉).
We are now ready to state (our variant of) the exponential de Finetti theorem:
Theorem 1 (Exponential de Finetti theorem). LetH = Cd and ρ ∈ D(H⊗n+k) be a pure density matrix
(i.e., a rank-1 state) invariant under permutation of the n+ k subsystems. Then for all r ∈ {0, . . . , n} and
|ψ〉 ∈ S(H) there is a τψ ∈ D(H⊗n) such that ∆(τψ, |ψ〉⊗n) ≤ r and∥∥∥∥Trk(ρ)−
∫
|ψ〉∈S(H)
τψ dν(ψ)
∥∥∥∥
1
≤ (n+ k)O(d) · exp
(
− r
6
·min
{
k
n
, 1
})
, (1)
where Trk(ρ) denotes the partial trace with respect to the last k subsystems and ν(ψ) is a measure on S(H)
proportional to the Haar measure dψ weighted by Tr((I ⊗ |ψ〉〈ψ|⊗k)ρ).
In [8] the bound obtained in the right-hand side of (1) is 2kO(d) exp
(
− (r+1)k
2(n+k)
)
. For fixed d,
ignoring the polynomial prefactors in front of the exponential and up to the exact constant in the
exponent, the two bounds are equivalent since min{k/n, 1} ≤ 2k/(n+ k) ≤ 2min{k/n, 1}.
As in [8], Theorem 1 can be extended to non-pure states by using the fact that any permutation-
invariant density matrix, which may not be supported on the symmetric subspace,1 can be puri-
fied to a symmetric rank-1 state (c.f. Lemma 4.2.2 in [8]).
2 Tools
Our proof is based on three commonly used ingredients from probability theory and quantum
information theory: the Chernoff bound, the Gentle Measurement lemma, and an integral repre-
sentation of the projector on the symmetric subspace of (Cd)⊗n.
Proposition 2 (Chernoff bound [1]). Let X1, . . . ,Xn be i.i.d. random variables taking values in {0, 1},
and µ = E[Xi]. Then for all 0 < α < 1 such that (1+ α)µ ≤ 1, we have
Pr
(
1
n
n
∑
i=1
Xi > (1+ α)µ
)
≤ e−D((1+α)µ‖µ)n,
where D(x‖y) = x ln xy + (1− x) ln 1−x1−y is the relative entropy function.
1We thank Renato Renner for pointing out this subtle issue, which the previous version of this note neglected.
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Proposition 3 (Gentle Measurement lemma [7]). For all positive semidefinite operators ρ, X such that
0 ≤ X ≤ I, ∥∥∥ρ −√Xρ√X∥∥∥
1
≤ 2
√
Tr(ρ)
√
Tr
(
ρ (I − X)).
Proposition 4. The projector Π
sym
n on the symmetric subspace of (C
d)⊗n can be expressed as
Π
sym
n = cn,d
∫
|θ〉∈S(H)
|θ〉〈θ|⊗n dθ,
where cn,d = (
n+d−1
n ) and dθ stands for the Haar measure on S(H).
This last proposition can be proven using Schur’s lemma; see e.g. [5].
3 The proof
Let Π
sym
k be the orthogonal projector on the symmetric subspace of H⊗k. Using the assumption
that ρ ∈ D(H⊗n+k) is a pure symmetric state, tracing out the last k registers yields
Trk(ρ) = Trk
(
ρ (I ⊗ Πsymk )
)
= ck,d
∫
|ψ〉∈S(H)
(I ⊗ 〈ψ|⊗k) ρ (I ⊗ |ψ〉⊗k) dψ, (2)
where the second equality is by Proposition 4. For any |ψ〉 ∈ S(H) and S ⊆ {1, . . . , n} define
Pψ,S :=
⊗
i/∈S
|ψ〉〈ψ|i
⊗
i∈S
(I − |ψ〉〈ψ|)i,
where a subscript i indicates on which copy of H each operator acts. For S 6= S′, Pψ,SPψ,S′ = 0, so
that for any r ∈ {0, . . . , n} we may define a pair of orthogonal projectors
P≥rψ = ∑
S⊆{1,...,n}: |S|≥r
Pψ,S and P
<r
ψ = I − P≥rψ .
Let
ρψ = (I ⊗ 〈ψ|⊗k) ρ (I ⊗ |ψ〉⊗k), σψ = P<rψ ρψ P<rψ , τψ =
1
Tr(σψ)
σψ,
and note that ∆(τψ, |ψ〉⊗n) < r. Applying the triangle inequality, Proposition 3, and Jensen’s
inequality, from (2) we obtain
∥∥∥∥Trk(ρ)− ck,d
∫
|ψ〉
τψ Tr(ρψ)dψ
∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∥∥∥∥Trk(ρ)− ck,d
∫
|ψ〉
τψ Tr(σψ)dψ
∥∥∥∥
1
+ ck,d
∫
|ψ〉
∣∣∣Tr(ρψ)− Tr(σψ)
∣∣∣ dψ
≤ 3 ck,d
( ∫
|ψ〉
Tr
(
P≥rψ ρψ
)
dψ
)1/2
. (3)
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Setting the measure dν to be proportional to Tr(ρψ)dψ the theoremwill be proved once we obtain
an appropriate upper bound on the right-hand side of (3). Using again the fact that ρ is a pure
symmetric state and Proposition 4, for any |ψ〉 ∈ S(H) it holds that
(I ⊗ 〈ψ|⊗k) ρ (I ⊗ |ψ〉⊗k) ≤ cn+k,d
∫
|θ〉∈S(H)
|θ〉〈θ|⊗n |〈θ|ψ〉|2k dθ. (4)
For |ψ〉, |θ〉 ∈ S(H) let xθψ := |〈θ|ψ〉|2. From (4),
Tr
(
P≥rψ (I ⊗ 〈ψ|⊗k) ρ (I ⊗ |ψ〉⊗k)
)
≤ cn+k,d
∫
|θ〉
xkθψ ∑
|S|≥r
x
n−|S|
θψ (1− xθψ)|S| dθ
= cn+k,d
∫
|θ〉
xkθψ ∑
i≥r
(
n
i
)
xn−iθψ (1− xθψ)i dθ. (5)
To bound the expression under the integral sign we distinguish two cases. If xθψ ≥ 1− r3n , Propo-
sition 2 applied to i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables X1, . . . ,Xn such that Pr(Xi = 0) = xθψ shows
that the binomial sum is at most exp(−r/3). If xθψ < 1− r3n , then xkθψ ≤ exp(−rk/3n). Taking the
maximum gives an upper bound on the right-hand side of (3) and proves the theorem.
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